Association of the nuclear matrix component NuMA with the Cajal body and nuclear speckle compartments during transitions in transcriptional activity in lens cell differentiation.
The transcriptional status of cells can be deduced from the staining pattern of various nuclear markers such as the Cajal body, nucleolus and nuclear speckles. In this study we have used these markers to correlate transcriptional status with cell differentiation in the lens. As a closed system with no cell loss and with each stage being spatially preserved, it is particularly well suited to such studies. To confirm that the nuclear markers in lens cells follow the same trends as in other cells, primary bovine lens epithelial cells were cultured and then treated with actinomycin D to inhibit transcription. This reduced the Cajal body markers to one or two foci per nucleus and the nucleoli became compacted as revealed by fibrillarin staining. The nuclear speckles, containing snRNPs (e.g. Sm) and the splicing factor, SC35, also became larger and more numerous while the signal for trimethylguanine (TMG) decreased suggesting a role hierarchy for the various speckle factors during transcriptional shutdown. The signal for survival of motor neurones gene product (SMN) also decreased at this point. In the lens epithelium, postmitotic cells near the equatorial region had one or two Cajal bodies per nucleus, indicating these cells had only basal levels of transcription. Sm was also present as large foci in these cells. Interestingly, both the speckles and Cajal bodies were NuMA-positive in these post-mitotic cells. At the epithelial-fibre cell transition, Cajal body number increased, while their size decreased indicative of increased transcriptional activity. Fibrillarin adopted the open floret pattern indicating increased transcriptional activity. The nuclear speckles adopted a more diffuse nucleoplasmic pattern, although some spots were still observed. All NuMA colocalisation with the Cajal bodies and nuclear speckles was lost at this stage of lens cell differentiation. Transcriptional shutdown occurs at a later stage in fibre cell differentiation, prior to programmed nuclear destruction. In the lens, both the Cajal bodies and nuclear speckles again became NuMA-positive, although separate NuMA spots were also formed during transcriptional shutdown. These data suggest the nuclear matrix is important in the concentration of Cajal body and speckle components into large, distinct spots in transcriptionally inactive nuclei and also suggest a new role for NuMA in post-mitotic cells to assist in these sub-nuclear reorganisations.